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1DKMS, Tübingen, Germany, 2Fundación de Beneficencia Pública DKMS, Santiago, Chile, 3DKMS Life
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Patients in need of hematopoietic stem cell transplantation often rely on

unrelated stem cell donors matched in certain human leukocyte antigen (HLA)

genes. Donor search is complicated by the extensive allelic variability of the HLA

system. Therefore, large registries of potential donors are maintained in many

countries worldwide. Population-specific HLA characteristics determine the

registry benefits for patients and also the need for further regional donor

recruitment. In this work, we analyzed HLA allele and haplotype frequencies of

donors of DKMS Chile, the first Chilean donor registry, with self-assessed “non-

Indigenous” (n=92,788) and “Mapuche” (n=1,993) ancestry. We identified HLA

alleles that were distinctly more abundant in the Chilean subpopulations than in

worldwide reference populations, four of them particularly characteristic for the

Mapuche subpopulation, namely B*39:09g, B*35:09, DRB1*04:07g, and

DRB1*16:02g. Both population subsamples carried haplotypes of both Native

American and European origin at high frequencies, reflecting Chile’s complex

history of admixture and immigration. Matching probability analysis revealed

limited benefits for Chilean patients (both non-Indigenous and Mapuche) from

donor registries of non-Chilean donors, thus indicating a need for ongoing

significant donor recruitment efforts in Chile.
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1 Introduction

For many patients suffering from severe blood disorders,

allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) is the

best chance for a cure. Generally, siblings whose human leukocyte

antigen (HLA) genes match those of the patient are the preferred

stem cell donors, but only available for about 30% of patients (1).

Other patients depend on a successful search for an unrelated donor

in the global pool of registered potential stem cell donors.

In unrelated HSCT, the alleles of particular HLA genes have to

be matched between patient and stem cell donor to avoid undesired

reactions of donor immune cells against the host organism (2–4).

HLA genes are located in the major histocompatibility complex

(MHC) on the short arm of chromosome 6 and most of these genes

are highly polymorphic. As of December 2022, 36,016 HLA alleles

were described in the IPD-IMGT/HLA database (5). Because of the

proximity of the gene loci in the MHC, the inheritance of HLA

alleles is not stochastic but occurs in form of haplotypes with closely

linked alleles. HLA allele and haplotype frequencies are population-

specific, shaped for example by founder effects of early migration

flows, mixing of gene pools of later migration movements, and

reproductive and pathogen-driven modes of selection (6–9).

By the end of December 2022, the World Marrow Donor

Association (WMDA) listed more than 40 million potential stem

cell donors and cryopreserved cord blood units in their database

(10). DKMS is a major donor registry with more than 11 million

donors in seven countries. By the end of 2022, DKMS donors have

donated hematopoietic stem cells from peripheral blood or bone

marrow over 105,000 times to patients from 57 countries. In 2018,

Fundación de Beneficencia Pública DKMS was founded in Chile. At

the end of December 2022, it listed more than 165,000

potential donors.

In the Latin American countries, HSCT activity has been

continuously increasing in recent years, but transplant rates and

proportion of allotransplants from HLA-matched unrelated donors

are still substantially lower compared with that in North America

and European regions. The lower HSCT activity is related to the

economic resources of the respective countries, but also to the

insufficient representation of regional HLA genotypes in the global

donor pool (11–14). In 2018, the founding year of Fundación de

Beneficencia Pública DKMS, 212 hematopoietic cell transplants

performed in Chile were reported to the Latin American Blood

and Marrow Transplantation Group (LABMT) activity survey,

50.9% thereof in an allogenic setting. In only 18.5% (n=20) of

these allogenic transplantations the donor was unrelated (14).

Chile is a country with a projected population of more than 19.5

million inhabitants in 2022 (15) in western South America, located

between the Pacific Ocean in the west and Argentina in the east with

the Andean Mountain Range as a natural border. The vast majority

of the population inhabits the central third of the country around

the capital of Santiago. As a result of occupation and immigration in

the course of its history, the population of the present Chile has

undergone several demographic shifts. Before the arrival of the

Spanish conquerors in the middle of the 16th century, Chile was

inhabited by about twenty indigenous peoples, including the

Mapuche, Aymara, Quechua and Easter Islanders (16). During
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the Spanish colonization, migration to Chile was initiated and

controlled by the Spanish Empire. Mainly Spanish males migrated

and mated with females from indigenous population groups (16,

17). Various indigenous tribes joined forces and succeeded to resist

the conquerors in a long-running conflict and to defend parts of

their territory in today’s Southern Chile until its occupation by the

end of the 19th century (18). During the 19th and 20th century,

immigration of different European populations took place after the

declaration of independence in 1818; the Chilean government

initiated selective entry of Europeans through colonization

agencies. A large number of settlers immigrated from England,

Ireland and Germany to Chile, but also from France, Italy, Greece,

Croatia, and, more recently, from the Middle East (16, 19). Today,

Chile is one of the main destination countries for migrants from

South American and Caribbean countries (20).

In a 2020 survey, 52% of the Chilean population defined their

ethnicity as “White”, 26% as “Mestizo”, 6% as “Indigenous”, and 2%

as “Other”, while 14% did not classify themselves in any of these

categories (21). A study on the genetic composition of Chilean

individuals indicated predominantly European and Native

American contributions with a minor African component (17).

Ancestry proportions of individual subjects were found to be rather

fluid than to occur in distinct steps that would differentiate different

subpopulations. Several other studies have been conducted to

describe the genetic structure of the Chilean population and its

relationship to different South American Native and European

populations based on HLA genes (9, 22–26).

In this study, we characterize HLA allele and haplotype

frequencies of donors from Fundación de Beneficencia Pública

DKMS (from here on referred to as “DKMS Chile”), the first

Chilean stem cell donor registry. We highlight differences and

similarities between the two major subpopulations of donors with

self-assessed “Mapuche” or “non-Indigenous” origin. We further

analyze the extent to which the Chilean population will benefit from

the existence and further growth of the registry.
2 Subjects and methods

2.1 Donor samples and HLA typing

The DKMS Chile donor file included 126,512 potential stem cell

donors with high-resolution genotyping for the HLA loci A, B, C,

DRB1, DQB1 and DPB1 on March 29, 2022. 70.8% of the donors

were female, and 47.2% were between 18 and 30 years old.

Information on the ethnic origin of the donors was obtained by

self-assessment during the registration process. For this purpose,

donors were asked about the country of origin and ethnicity of both

their parents. n=118,258 (93.5%) of the registered donors indicated

Chile as both parents’ country of origin while the remaining 8,254

donors (6.5%) had at least one non-Chilean parent or did not

provide corresponding information (Supplemental Table 1). Of the

donors of Chilean origin, n=92,788 (78.5%) specified non-

Indigenous as both parents’ ethnic origin (sample CL-NI). Also,

8,766 donors (7.4%) reported indigenous ancestry (Supplemental

Table 2), including 1,993 (1.7%) with both parents belonging to the
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Mapuche ethnicity (sample CL-MP). Almost half of the donors (CL-

NI: 47.7%; CL-MP: 49.9%) lived in the Santiago Metropolitan

region. We analyzed the sets CL-NI and CL-MP in detail

regarding allele frequency (AF) and haplotype frequency (HF).

For comparative analyses, we used 18 reference population

samples (Argentinian, Bolivian, Brazilian, Colombian, English,

French, German, US Hispanic, Indian, Irish, Italian, Mexican,

Peruvian, Polish, Portuguese, Spanish, Turkish, and Venezuelan)

with sample sizes between n=326 and n=100,000 individuals

(Supplemental Table 3; this table includes also detailed

information on the origin of the various population samples).

Median and mean sample sizes were n=8,019 and n=33,707,

respectively. In addition to South and Central American

populations, we particularly considered populations with a

connection to the migratory history of Chile (e.g., Spanish) but

also some populations that are expected to have rather low genetic

relatedness to Chilean individuals (e.g., Indian).

HLA genotyping of all donor samples was performed in a

standardized amplicon-based next-generation sequencing

workflow on Illumina platforms at DKMS Life Science Lab in

Dresden, Germany. Primers were designed to target exons 2 and

3 of HLA-A, -B, -C, -DRB1, -DQB1 and -DPB1 (27, 28). DNA

samples were obtained as buccal swabs with the informed consent

of the donors.
2.2 Estimation of allele and haplotype
frequencies

Allele frequencies (AF) were obtained by counting. Six-locus

(HLA-A, -B, -C, -DRB1, -DQB1 and -DPB1) and 5-locus (HLA-A,

-B, -C, -DRB1, and -DQB1) haplotype frequencies (HF) were

calculated by the Hapl-o-Mat software (29, 30). Hapl-o-Mat

estimates HF from population data using an expectation-

maximization (EM) algorithm (31). HF provided by Hapl-o-Mat

were truncated after a frequency of f=1/(2n) with n being the sample

size, thus including only haplotypes with an expected occurrence of

at least 1 in the sample. Prior to HF estimation, Hapl-o-Mat

converts real-life donor HLA typing data to a homogenous

resolution. The final HF and AF resolution levels in the present

study are g-groups which combine alleles with synonymous

mutations in the relevant exons (HLA class I genes: exon 2 and 3;

HLA class II genes: exon 2) under a common allele group name

denoted by a trailing “g” (32).

In order to identify alleles with a high specificity for Chilean

populations, we defined large frequency difference (LFD) alleles

similar to the study by Single et al. (9). For that purpose, we grouped

17 reference populations into four clusters: South and Central

America (including Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Mexico,

Peru, and Venezuela), Southwestern Europe (France, Italy, Spain,

and Portugal), Northern and Central Europe (England, Germany,

Ireland, and Poland), and Others (India and Turkey). We omitted

the US Hispanics as reference population because it comprises

individuals of Central and South American – including Chilean –
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origin which would prevent the identification of HLA

characteristics specific for Chileans. To qualify as an LFD allele of

CL-NI or CL-MP, the respective AF in CL-NI or CL-MP had to be at

least three times higher than the mean frequency of that allele in

each of the four clusters.
2.3 Linkage disequilibrium, Hardy-
Weinberg equilibrium

Based on the estimated 6-locus HF, the linkage disequilibrium

(LD) coefficient D’ was calculated for each two-locus allele

combination of the donor samples CL-NI and CL-MP (33, 34).

Significance was tested with Fisher’s exact test. P-values were

subjected to Holm-Bonferroni correction for multiple testing. AF

for the LD calculations were derived from haplotype frequencies

and therefore may differ slightly from the AF determined

by counting.

As the EM algorithm requires the underlying population to be

in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE), we tested for significant

deviations from HWE utilizing an extension of Fisher’s exact test

based on Guo and Thompson (35). The procedure was applied to

the genotypes on g-group resolution level with Arlequin v 3.5 (36).

Because large sample sizes as in this study bear the risk that tests

indicate significant results without actual relevance (37), deviations

from HWE were also evaluated via the effect size statistics Wn (38)

and by comparison of the observed and expected homozygosity for

all population samples. Wn values were calculated locus-wise on g-

group resolution level.Wn values range from 0 to 1, with values near

1 reflecting strong disequilibrium. Values below Wn=0.1 were

regarded as indicator for sufficient accordance with HWE. No

correction for multiple testing was applied for HWE evaluations

since this would bias the results towards accordance with HWE and

lead to a loss of sensitivity.
2.4 Genetic distances

Genetic distances (GD) between the 20 samples (CL-NI, CL-MP

plus 18 reference populations) were calculated as Cavalli-Sforza and

Edwards chord distances (39) for the high-resolution AF of HLA

loci A, B, C, DRB1, DQB1 and DPB1. Locus-wise chord distances dj

were calculated using the formula dj =
2
p  

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 · (1 −o

n

i=1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
fi · gi

ps
),

where n is the total number of alleles and fi and gi are the AF of

the two populations. The overall distance for each population pair

was computed as D =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
o
m

j=1
d2j

s
, where m denotes the number of loci

considered, i.e. m=6 in our case. Multidimensional scaling (MDS)

was carried out in R 3.6.3 (40) using the cmdscale function. The

quality of the distance values’ fit to the graphical representation was

evaluated with the goodness-of-fit (GOF) measure, which is based

on the eigenvalues of the MDS solution and depends on the number
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of dimensions used. GOF can take a value between 0 and 1, with

higher values indicating a better fit.
2.5 Matching probabilities

The probability for a patient from a given patient population to

find at least one donor from a given donor population matching in

HLA loci A, B, C, DRB1 and DQB1 was calculated as described

before (32, 41, 42). We did not consider HLA-DPB1 in the

matching probability analyses because a donor matched for the

other 5 HLA genes included in this study (“10/10 match”) is usually

accepted as a “full match”. To avoid an influence of different sample

sizes on the calculated matching probabilities, we drew random

samples of n=1,000 individuals from the populations. The analysis

was conducted with 17 populations including CL-NI, CL-MP and all

reference populations except Argentina, Bolivia, and Venezuela

whose sample sizes were too small.

We calculated matching probabilities for three scenarios: (a)

donor population CL-NI, 17 different patient populations

(including CL-NI und CL-MP); (b) 17 donor populations, patient

population CL-NI; and (c) 17 donor populations, patient population

CL-MP. Due to the high proportion of non-Indigenous donors in

DKMS Chile, the donor population CL-NI served as an

approximation for the entire DKMS Chile donor file.
3 Results

3.1 AF and HF estimation

For the sample of non-Indigenous individuals (CL-NI), AF

obtained by counting resulted in cumulative frequencies of the 10

most frequent alleles between 53.6% (HLA-B) and 96.1% (HLA-

DQB1; Table 1, complete allele lists are given in Supplemental

Table 4). The number of different alleles ranged from 35 (HLA-

DQB1) to 205 (HLA-B). These results indicate a particularly high

allelic diversity for HLA-B and a particularly low one for HLA-

DQB1. Similar to the CL-NI sample, the cumulative frequency of

the 10 most frequent alleles of the smaller CL-MP sample ranged

from 57.5% (HLA-B) to 96.8% (HLA-DQB1; Table 1), while the

number of alleles ranged from 19 (HLA-DQB1) to 100 (HLA-B;

Supplemental Table 5). AF of the 18 reference populations are given

in Supplemental Table 6.

The 12 most frequent HLA alleles were identical for CL-NI and

CL-MP in all 6 loci, with the following two exceptions: DRB1*09:01g

(#15 in CL-NI), and DRB1*13:02g (#14 in CL-MP) (Supplemental

Table 4). The 5 alleles with the largest absolute AF differences

between the CL-MP and CL-NI samples were: B*39:09g (Df=0.066,
fCL-NI=0.096, fCL-MP=0.163), C*07:02g (Df=0.061, fCL-NI=0.187, fCL-
MP=0.248), DPB1*04:02g (Df=0.051, fCL-NI=0.228, fCL-MP=0.279),

A*68:01g (Df=0.049, fCL-NI=0.102, fCL-MP=0.151), and DRB1*04:07g

(Df=0.045, fCL-NI=0.100, fCL-MP=0.145). For each of these alleles, the

frequency in the CL-MP sample was higher than in CL-NI. We

observed the largest absolute AF difference between both samples
Frontiers in Immunology 04
with fCL-NI>fCL-MP (and eighth largest overall) for DPB1*04:01g (Df=-
0.031, fCL-NI=0.278, fCL-MP=0.247).

When determining the largest ratios of AF of both population

subsamples (the respective larger AF in the numerator),

we considered only AF with a difference of at least 0.01 in

absolute value in order to exclude random findings. With

this constraint, the 5 alleles with the largest AF ratios were:

B*39:09g (fCL-MP fCL-NI=1.691, fCL-NI=0.096, fCL-MP=0.163),

DRB1*16:02g (fCL-MP fCL-NI=1.562, fCL-NI=0.047, fCL-MP=0.074),

DRB1*14:02g (fCL-MP fCL-NI=1.512, fCL-NI=0.044, fCL-MP=0.067),

DPB1*01:01g (fCL-NI fCL-MP=1.510, fCL-NI=0.036, fCL-MP=0.024),

and B*35:09 (fCL-MP fCL-NI=1.491, fCL-NI=0.031, fCL-MP=0.046).

Similar to the analysis of the largest AF differences, the AF were

higher in the CL-MP sample for 4 of 5 alleles, with the exception of

DPB1*01:01g. The B*39:09g allele is not only the allele with the

largest absolute AF difference and the largest AF ratio between both

samples, but also the only one that is among the top 5 in both views.

Samples CL-NI and CL-MP comprised 6 (including 2 with

f>0.01) and 8 (including 7 with f>0.01) LFD alleles, respectively

(Table 2). Four of the aforementioned alleles with a considerable

higher occurrence in CL-MP than in CL-NI (B*39:09g, B*35:09,

DRB1*04:07g, and DRB1*16:02g) also were LFD alleles of CL-MP

and had an AF>0.01 in this population. Thus, these are relevant

alleles that are characteristic for the Mapuche population.

Interestingly, we could not observe A*68:23 (43) in any of the

reference populations apart from the US Hispanics though it was

present in both CL-NI and CL-MP, in the latter even with an

AF>0.01. The CIWD categories (Version 3.0.0 (44)) of the LFD

alleles are given in Supplemental Table 7.

For the sample of non-Indigenous individuals, 6-locus HF

estimation resulted in 19,451 haplotypes with a frequency of f ≥

1/2n, summing up to a cumulated frequency of f = 0.980. The 20

most frequent HLA haplotypes of CL-NI had a cumulated

frequency of f = 0.111 (Table 3; Supplemental Table 8A). HF

estimation for the smaller Mapuche sample (CL-MP) resulted in

1,835 haplotypes with f ≥ 1/2n (cumulated frequency f = 0.984). The

20 most frequent haplotypes summed up to a cumulated frequency

of f = 0.154 (Table 3; Supplemental Table 9A). The results of the 5-

locus HF estimations are given in Supplemental Table 8B (CL-NI)

and Supplemental Table 9B (CL-MP). Six-locus HF of the 18

reference populations are listed in Supplemental Table 10.

Thirteen haplotypes were among the 20 most frequent for both

samples, and the two most frequent haplotypes in each sample,

namely A*02:01g~B*39:09g~C*07:02g~DRB1*16:02g~DQB1*

03:01g~DPB1*04:02g and A*68:01g~B*39:09g~C*07:02g~

DRB1*16:02g~DQB1*03:01g~DPB1*04:02g, were identical, albeit

with considerably higher HF in CL-MP (see below). Seven of the 20

most frequent CL-NI haplotypes and 10 of the 20 most frequent CL-

MP haplotypes included the partial haplotype B*39:09g~C*07:02g.

The three haplotypes with the largest absolute HF differences

between CL-MP and CL-NI were: A*68:01g~B*39:09g~

C*07:02g~DRB1*16:02g~DQB1*03:01g~DPB1*04:02g (Df=0.0100,
fCL-NI=0.0096, fCL-MP=0.0196), A*02:01g~B*39:09g~C*07:02g~

DRB1*16:02g~DQB1*03:01g~DPB1*04:02g (Df=0.0097, fCL-

NI=0.0124, fCL-MP=0.0221), and A*68:01g~B*39:09g~C*07:02g~

DRB1*14:02g~DQB1*03:01g~DPB1*04:02g (Df=0.0051, fCL-
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NI=0.0022, fCL-MP=0.0073). These haplotypes include identical

alleles for the HLA loci B, C, DQB1 and DPB1.

The three haplotypes with the largest HF ratios between the CL-

MP and CL-NI samples (the respective larger HF in the numerator,

only HF with a difference of at least 0.0025 in absolute value

considered) were : A*11:01g~B*08:01g~C*07:01g~DRB

1*03:01g~DQB1*02:01g~DPB1*04:01g (fCL-MP /fCL-NI=9.535, fCL-

NI=0.0006, fCL-MP=0.0055), A*11:01g~B*07:02g~C*07:02g~DR

B1*01:01g~DQB1*05:01g~DPB1*04:02g (fCL-MP /fCL-NI=4.533, fCL-

NI=0.0007, fCL-MP=0.0033), A*01:01g~B*38:01g~C*06:02g~DR

B1*11:04g~DQB1*03:01g~DPB1*02:01g (fCL-MP /fCL-NI=3.513, fCL-

NI=0.0016, fCL-MP=0.0058)

( fCL-MP fCL-NI=3.513, fCL-NI=0.0016, fCL-MP=0.0058).

Interestingly, all three haplotypes are putatively of European

origin. The first of these haplotypes has frequency rank #14 in

CL-MP, but only rank #280 in CL-NI.
TABLE 1 10 most frequent HLA-A, -B, -C, DRB1, -DQB1 and -DPB1 alleles of non-Indigenous Chilean donors (sample CL-NI, n=92,788) and Mapuche
donors (sample CL-MP, n=1,993).

CL-NI

HLA-A HLA-B HLA-C HLA-DRB1 HLA-DQB1 HLA-DPB1

Allele f Allele f Allele f Allele f Allele f Allele f

02:01g 0.2254 39:09g 0.0961 07:02g 0.1871 07:01g 0.1171 03:01g 0.2300 04:01g 0.2784

24:02g 0.1022 51:01g 0.0713 04:01g 0.1410 04:07g 0.0998 02:01g 0.1960 04:02g 0.2277

68:01g 0.1019 07:02g 0.0632 07:01g 0.1050 03:01g 0.0878 03:02g 0.1827 02:01g 0.1522

01:01g 0.0975 44:03g 0.0606 06:02g 0.0735 15:01g 0.0632 05:01g 0.0967 03:01g 0.0962

03:01g 0.0709 08:01g 0.0500 05:01g 0.0533 08:02g 0.0615 04:02g 0.0709 01:01g 0.0364

31:01g 0.0609 18:01g 0.0437 08:02g 0.0522 16:02g 0.0472 06:02g 0.0661 14:01g 0.0302

29:02g 0.0454 14:02g 0.0423 01:02g 0.0514 01:01g 0.0456 06:03g 0.0397 17:01g 0.0299

11:01g 0.0425 35:01g 0.0398 03:04g 0.0512 11:01g 0.0451 03:03g 0.0346 05:01g 0.0293

26:01g 0.0303 44:02g 0.0348 12:03g 0.0504 14:02g 0.0445 05:03g 0.0227 11:01g 0.0255

23:01g 0.0282 15:01g 0.0346 16:01g 0.0487 13:01g 0.0398 06:04g 0.0217 13:01g 0.0223

CL-MP

HLA-A HLA-B HLA-C HLA-DRB1 HLA-DQB1 HLA-DPB1

Allele f Allele f Allele f Allele f Allele f Allele f

02:01g 0.2298 39:09g 0.1626 07:02g 0.2479 04:07g 0.1448 03:01g 0.2662 04:02g 0.2790

68:01g 0.1505 51:01g 0.0652 04:01g 0.1468 07:01g 0.1051 03:02g 0.2173 04:01g 0.2474

24:02g 0.0998 07:02g 0.0562 07:01g 0.0931 08:02g 0.0808 02:01g 0.1698 02:01g 0.1375

01:01g 0.0775 44:03g 0.0479 06:02g 0.0675 16:02g 0.0738 04:02g 0.0878 03:01g 0.1257

31:01g 0.0660 35:09 0.0459 01:02g 0.0627 03:01g 0.0725 05:01g 0.0778 05:01g 0.0366

03:01g 0.0592 15:01g 0.0432 15:02g 0.0529 14:02g 0.0672 06:02g 0.0519 17:01g 0.0286

29:02g 0.0434 08:01g 0.0426 03:04g 0.0482 15:01g 0.0509 03:03g 0.0341 01:01g 0.0241

11:01g 0.0399 35:01g 0.0399 08:02g 0.0482 11:01g 0.0384 06:03g 0.0311 14:01g 0.0231

26:01g 0.0306 18:01g 0.0361 05:01g 0.0449 01:01g 0.0379 06:04g 0.0158 13:01g 0.0186

23:01g 0.0223 14:02g 0.0354 12:03g 0.0367 11:04g 0.0371 05:03g 0.0158 11:01g 0.0181
frontie
TABLE 2 Large frequency difference (LFD) alleles of the samples CL-NI
and CL-MP.

Sample

Locus CL-NI CL-MP

A 68:16, 68:23 68:16, 68:23

B 35:09, 35:20, 39:09g 35:09, 35:20, 39:09g

C – –

DRB1 - 04:07g, 16:02g

DQB1 03:25 03:25

DPB1 – –
The definition of LFD alleles is given in the Methods section. Bold: AF≥0.01. Underlined: AF
remarkably higher than in CL-NI (among the 5 largest AF differences or ratios between CL-
MP and CL-NI). Italic: Not observed in any of the non-Chilean reference populations (apart
from the US Hispanics).
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3.2 Linkage disequilibrium, Hardy-
Weinberg equilibrium

LD was assessed for all allele pairs from the 6-locus haplotypes

of donor samples CL-NI (n=137,185 pairs) and CL-MP (n=30,602

pairs). In CL-NI, there were 26 allele pairs with a 2-locus HF of f ≥

0.01 and strong LD of D’≥ 0.9 among the 10,434 pairs in significant

(p<0.05) LD (Table 4; see Supplemental Table 11 for a list of allele

pairs with significant LD and a haplotype representation of a least

four counts). These 26 allele pairs included 16 DRB1~DQB1 and 10

B~C locus combinations. The pairs with the highest occurrence in

the sample were DRB1*04:07g~DQB1*03:02g (fobs=0.0952) and

B*39:09g~C*07:02g (fobs=0.0945). The highest D’ values were

observed for DRB1*10:01g~DQB1*05:01g (D’=0.9995), followed

b y DRB 1 * 0 4 : 0 2 g ~DQB 1 * 0 3 : 0 2 g (D ’ = 0 . 9 9 8 ) a n d

DRB1*03:01g~DQB1*02:01g (D ’=0.996). The allele pair

B*39:09g~C*07:02g showed both a high frequency and a strong

LD (D’=0.985).
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In the CL-MP sample, 872 pairs were in significant LD,

including 24 with a 2-locus HF of f ≥ 0.01 and D’≥ 0.9 (Table 5;

see Supplemental Table 12 for a list of allele pairs with

significant LD and a haplotype representation of a least four

counts). Of these 24 pairs, 14 were DRB1~DQB1 and 10 B~C

locus combinations. Again, the two most frequent allele pairs

were B*39:09g~C*07:02g (fobs=0.1577) and DRB1*04:07g~DQ

B1*03:02g (fobs=0.1372), here with an even higher frequency

than in CL-NI. B*52:01g-C*12:02g (D’=1) and B*40:01g-

C*03:04g (D ’=1) showed the strongest LD, followed by

DRB1*01:01g-DQB1*05:01g (D’=0.993).

The sample of non-Indigenous Chilean individuals (CL-NI)

displayed significant deviations from HWE for four HLA loci (A, B,

C and DQB1) in the exact test, the Mapuche sample (CL-MP) for

three HLA loci, namely B, C and DRB1 (Table 6, see Supplemental

Table 13 for results of HWE tests for all 20 population samples).

However, effect size values Wn were generally small withWn=0.024

for HLA-B in CL-MP being the highest observed value, thus
TABLE 3 20 most frequent 6-locus HLA haplotypes of non-Indigenous Chilean donors (sample CL-NI, n=92,788) and Mapuche donors (sample CL-
MP, n=1,993).

CL-NI CL-MP

HLA-
A

HLA-
B

HLA-
C

HLA-
DRB1

HLA-
DQB1

HLA-
DPB1 f HLA-A

HLA-
B

HLA-
C

HLA-
DRB1

HLA-
DQB1

HLA-
DPB1 f

02:01g 39:09g 07:02g 16:02g 03:01g 04:02g 0.01245 02:01g 39:09g 07:02g 16:02g 03:01g 04:02g 0.02213

68:01g 39:09g 07:02g 16:02g 03:01g 04:02g 0.00959 68:01g 39:09g 07:02g 16:02g 03:01g 04:02g 0.01963

01:01g 08:01g 07:01g 03:01g 02:01g 01:01g 0.00871 02:01g 39:09g 07:02g 04:07g 03:02g 03:01g 0.00912

29:02g 44:03g 16:01g 07:01g 02:01g 11:01g 0.00782 02:01g 07:02g 07:02g 15:01g 06:02g 04:01g 0.00820

01:01g 08:01g 07:01g 03:01g 02:01g 04:01g 0.00771 02:01g 39:09g 07:02g 08:02g 04:02g 04:02g 0.00817

03:01g 07:02g 07:02g 15:01g 06:02g 04:01g 0.00760 68:01g 39:09g 07:02g 14:02g 03:01g 04:02g 0.00733

68:01g 51:01g 15:02g 04:07g 03:02g 04:02g 0.00750 68:01g 51:01g 15:02g 04:07g 03:02g 04:02g 0.00714

02:01g 39:09g 07:02g 08:02g 04:02g 04:02g 0.00586 68:01g 39:09g 07:02g 08:02g 04:02g 04:02g 0.00674

24:02g 07:02g 07:02g 15:01g 06:02g 04:01g 0.00472 02:01g 39:09g 07:02g 14:02g 03:01g 04:02g 0.00665

02:01g 39:09g 07:02g 04:07g 03:02g 03:01g 0.00463 03:01g 07:02g 07:02g 15:01g 06:02g 04:01g 0.00663

68:01g 39:09g 07:02g 08:02g 04:02g 04:02g 0.00449 01:01g 08:01g 07:01g 03:01g 02:01g 04:01g 0.00637

30:02g 18:01g 05:01g 03:01g 02:01g 02:02g 0.00435 01:01g 38:01g 06:02g 11:04g 03:01g 02:01g 0.00575

02:01g 07:02g 07:02g 15:01g 06:02g 04:01g 0.00432 03:01g 49:01g 07:01g 11:02g 03:01g 03:01g 0.00552

29:02g 44:03g 16:01g 07:01g 02:01g 04:01g 0.00382 11:01g 08:01g 07:01g 03:01g 02:01g 04:01g 0.00547

01:01g 08:01g 07:01g 03:01g 02:01g 02:01g 0.00357 02:01g 39:09g 07:02g 08:02g 04:02g 03:01g 0.00526

33:01g 14:02g 08:02g 01:02g 05:01g 04:01g 0.00318 29:02g 44:03g 16:01g 07:01g 02:01g 04:01g 0.00516

68:01g 39:09g 07:02g 08:02g 04:02g 03:01g 0.00293 01:01g 08:01g 07:01g 03:01g 02:01g 01:01g 0.00496

68:02g 14:02g 08:02g 01:02g 05:01g 04:02g 0.00278 68:01g 15:01g 01:02g 04:07g 03:02g 04:02g 0.00475

02:01g 39:09g 07:02g 14:02g 03:01g 04:02g 0.00270 68:01g 39:09g 07:02g 08:02g 04:02g 03:01g 0.00467

01:01g 08:01g 07:01g 03:01g 02:01g 04:02g 0.00253 24:02g 39:09g 07:02g 14:02g 03:01g 04:02g 0.00463
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indicating only moderate deviations from HWE. Furthermore, we

observed an excess homozygosity for all loci, and it has been shown

that deviations from HWE towards excess homozygosity are not

detrimental for HF estimation using the EM algorithm (45).

Taken together, the results of the HWE tests are not a constraint

for the analyses performed in this work with samples CL-NI and

CL-MP.
3.3 Genetic distances

The overall GD between non-Indigenous and Mapuche

individuals from Chile was d=0.205 (see Supplemental Table 14

for GD overall and single-locus results, Figure 1 as graphical

representation of overall distances of CL-NI and CL-MP to the

respective other populations). This was the fourth smallest distance
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we observed, behind the distances between France and Germany

(d=0.157), Portugal and Spain (d=0.168), and England and Ireland

(d=0.175). Apart from the distance to the respective other Chilean

subpopulation, CL-NI had the smallest GD to Argentina (d=0.416),

Peru (d=0.420) and Colombia (d=0.427), CL-MP to Peru (d=0.483),

the US Hispanics (d=0.522) and Colombia (d=0.530). We observed

the largest distances of CL-NI and CL-MP to India (d=0.958 for CL-

NI, d=1.017 for CL-MP), Ireland (d=0.690 for CL-NI, d=0.790 for

CL-MP), and Turkey (d=0.639 for CL-NI, d=0.740 for CL-MP). For

each of the 18 reference populations, the distance to CL-NI is

smaller than to CL-MP. Distances calculated for the individual loci

followed the described general pattern of the overall GD, whereby

the order of the respective populations varied in detail.

The above results suggest a decisive influence of geographic

location on GD. This is supported by the two-dimensional GD

visualization using multidimensional scaling (Figure 2). In the
TABLE 4 2-locus linkage disequilibria of non-Indigenous Chilean donors (sample CL-NI, n=92,788).

Haplotype f(ab) observed f(a) f(b) D’ f(ab) expected p a(HB)

B*39:09g-C*07:02g 0.0945 0.0957 0.1848 0.9851 0.0177 0.00E+00 0.0022

B*07:02g-C*07:02g 0.0601 0.0623 0.1848 0.9554 0.0115 0.00E+00 0.0038

B*08:01g-C*07:01g 0.0464 0.0495 0.1032 0.9282 0.0051 0.00E+00 0.0071

B*14:02g-C*08:02g 0.0390 0.0418 0.0515 0.9290 0.0022 0.00E+00 0.0063

B*35:01g-C*04:01g 0.0374 0.0389 0.1379 0.9539 0.0054 0.00E+00 0.0042

B*35:09-C*04:01g 0.0300 0.0305 0.1379 0.9844 0.0042 0.00E+00 0.0023

B*40:01g-C*03:04g 0.0159 0.0169 0.0498 0.9354 0.0008 0.00E+00 0.0056

B*13:02g-C*06:02g 0.0140 0.0142 0.0721 0.9836 0.0010 1.41E-272 0.0100

B*52:01g-C*12:02g 0.0137 0.0170 0.0138 0.9948 0.0002 0.00E+00 0.0020

B*14:01g-C*08:02g 0.0114 0.0124 0.0515 0.9191 0.0006 2.05E-239 0.0125

DRB1*04:07g-DQB1*03:02g 0.0952 0.1791 0.0987 0.9564 0.0177 0.00E+00 0.0036

DRB1*03:01g-DQB1*02:01g 0.0864 0.1933 0.0867 0.9958 0.0168 0.00E+00 0.0019

DRB1*15:01g-DQB1*06:02g 0.0597 0.0651 0.0622 0.9578 0.0040 0.00E+00 0.0033

DRB1*16:02g-DQB1*03:01g 0.0454 0.2250 0.0467 0.9650 0.0105 0.00E+00 0.0028

DRB1*01:01g-DQB1*05:01g 0.0438 0.0948 0.0447 0.9777 0.0042 0.00E+00 0.0024

DRB1*11:01g-DQB1*03:01g 0.0428 0.2250 0.0439 0.9656 0.0099 0.00E+00 0.0026

DRB1*14:02g-DQB1*03:01g 0.0425 0.2250 0.0438 0.9631 0.0098 0.00E+00 0.0029

DRB1*13:01g-DQB1*06:03g 0.0368 0.0387 0.0388 0.9492 0.0015 0.00E+00 0.0050

DRB1*11:04g-DQB1*03:01g 0.0363 0.2250 0.0377 0.9516 0.0085 0.00E+00 0.0045

DRB1*01:02g-DQB1*05:01g 0.0290 0.0948 0.0300 0.9605 0.0028 0.00E+00 0.0031

DRB1*14:01g-DQB1*05:03g 0.0216 0.0223 0.0224 0.9697 0.0005 0.00E+00 0.0025

DRB1*13:02g-DQB1*06:04g 0.0209 0.0211 0.0307 0.9926 0.0006 0.00E+00 0.0021

DRB1*04:02g-DQB1*03:02g 0.0139 0.1791 0.0139 0.9981 0.0025 6.41E-180 0.0250

DRB1*10:01g-DQB1*05:01g 0.0121 0.0948 0.0121 0.9995 0.0011 3.09E-216 0.0167

DRB1*13:03g-DQB1*03:01g 0.0108 0.2250 0.0112 0.9532 0.0025 2.38E-114 0.0500

DRB1*15:02g-DQB1*06:01g 0.0104 0.0113 0.0105 0.9922 0.0001 1.37E-272 0.0083
Shown are all 26 significant allele pairs (p<0.05) with D’≥0.9 and f(ab)≥0.01. f(ab) = frequency of the partial haplotype; f(a) and f(b) = frequency of alleles a and b; D’=relative linkage
disequilibrium; p = p-value reached by Fisher’s exact test; a(HB) = a-level after Holm-Bonferroni correction.
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upper right part of the figure, the European populations cluster,

with the Southern European populations being closer to the

Southern and Central American populations than those from

Western and Central Europe. The larger distances from CL-MP

to the reference populations compared with CL-NI are also evident

here, with the exception of the populations from Bolivia and Peru,

which are closer to CL-MP in the figure. Also, the relatively close

proximity of CL-NI and CL-MP to Argentina, evident in the genetic

distances, is not appropriately reflected in the two-dimensional

MDS. The GOF value of the shown visualization is 0.569

(Dimensions 1 and 2 explain 33.3% and 23.6% of the variance,

respectively) thus indicating only a moderate fit of the data.
3.4 Matching probabilities

5-locus (HLA-A, -B, -C, -DRB1 and -DQB1) high-resolution

MP were calculated for patients from 15 reference populations
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searching in the Chilean donor pool, represented by population

sample CL-NI (Figure 3A), and for non-Indigenous (CL-NI,

Figure 3B) and Mapuche (CL-MP, Figure 3C) patients searching

in virtual pools of donors from these 15 populations (see

Supplemental Table 15 for MP values at different registry sizes).

In the following description, all MP values refer to a donor registry

size of n=100,000 unless specified otherwise.

For patients from both Chilean subpopulations the chances of

finding a matching stem cell donor were by far greatest in a registry

of donors from their own population (e.g. p=0.465 for CL-NI and

p=0.554 for CL-MP; Figures 3B, C), followed by a registry of donors

from the respective other Chilean subpopulation (p=0.210 for CL-

NI patients and CL-MP donors and p=0.263 for the

opposite scenario).

In a direct comparison of the two matching scenarios with

specific focus on CL-NI individuals (Figures 3A, B), it was evident

that the MP curves of the reference populations for the scenario

with CL-NI donors spread out significantly more than the
TABLE 5 2-locus linkage disequilibria of Mapuche donors (sample CL-MP, n=1,933).

Haplotype f(ab) observed f(a) f(b) D’ f(ab) expected p a(HB)

B*39:09g-C*07:02g 0.1577 0.1613 0.2447 0.9710 0.0395 2.012E-38 0.0019

B*07:02g-C*07:02g 0.0544 0.0554 0.2447 0.9760 0.0136 1.859E-13 0.0033

B*35:09-C*04:01g 0.0438 0.0446 0.1432 0.9795 0.0064 7.164E-16 0.0029

B*08:01g-C*07:01g 0.0403 0.0423 0.0922 0.9477 0.0039 1.928E-17 0.0023

B*35:01g-C*04:01g 0.0358 0.0386 0.1432 0.9165 0.0055 1.845E-12 0.0036

B*14:02g-C*08:02g 0.0336 0.0351 0.0476 0.9550 0.0017 5.395E-17 0.0025

B*50:01g-C*06:02g 0.0147 0.0162 0.0664 0.9006 0.0011 1.982E-07 0.0071

B*13:02g-C*06:02g 0.0118 0.0123 0.0664 0.9562 0.0008 1.350E-06 0.0100

B*52:01g-C*12:02g 0.0115 0.0158 0.0115 1.0000 0.0002 1.118E-07 0.0063

B*40:01g-C*03:04g 0.0103 0.0103 0.0475 1.0000 0.0005 9.091E-07 0.0083

DRB1*04:07g-DQB1*03:02g 0.1372 0.2126 0.1420 0.9574 0.0302 1.109E-36 0.0020

DRB1*16:02g-DQB1*03:01g 0.0708 0.2632 0.0730 0.9580 0.0192 3.727E-16 0.0028

DRB1*03:01g-DQB1*02:01g 0.0706 0.1681 0.0719 0.9790 0.0121 2.957E-22 0.0022

DRB1*14:02g-DQB1*03:01g 0.0654 0.2632 0.0669 0.9695 0.0176 5.443E-15 0.0031

DRB1*15:01g-DQB1*06:02g 0.0483 0.0513 0.0503 0.9580 0.0026 1.090E-23 0.0021

DRB1*01:01g-DQB1*05:01g 0.0370 0.0764 0.0373 0.9927 0.0028 3.905E-17 0.0024

DRB1*11:01g-DQB1*03:01g 0.0358 0.2632 0.0378 0.9279 0.0099 8.294E-09 0.0050

DRB1*11:04g-DQB1*03:01g 0.0356 0.2632 0.0368 0.9537 0.0097 1.326E-08 0.0056

DRB1*13:01g-DQB1*06:03g 0.0289 0.0304 0.0307 0.9490 0.0009 1.360E-16 0.0026

DRB1*01:02g-DQB1*05:01g 0.0228 0.0764 0.0235 0.9654 0.0018 4.942E-11 0.0038

DRB1*04:04g-DQB1*03:02g 0.0194 0.2126 0.0204 0.9374 0.0043 3.327E-06 0.0125

DRB1*13:02g-DQB1*06:04g 0.0148 0.0158 0.0238 0.9350 0.0004 1.681E-09 0.0045

DRB1*14:01g-DQB1*05:03g 0.0146 0.0156 0.0153 0.9500 0.0002 1.681E-09 0.0042

DRB1*04:02g-DQB1*03:02g 0.0127 0.2126 0.0129 0.9753 0.0027 1.267E-04 0.0167
Shown are all 24 significant allele pairs (p<0.05) with D’≥0.9 and f(ab)≥0.01. f(ab) = frequency of the partial haplotype; f(a) and f(b) = frequency of alleles a and b; D’=relative linkage
disequilibrium; p = p-value reached by Fisher’s exact test; a(HB) = a-level after Holm-Bonferroni correction.
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TABLE 6 Results of Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium tests for non-Indigenous Chilean donors (sample CL-NI, n=92,788) and Mapuche donors (sample CL-
MP, n=1,993).

Sample Locus p Wn Observed homozygosity Expected homozygosity

CL-NI A 0.02014 0.00082 0.09994 0.09804

B 0.00000 0.00106 0.04349 0.03946

C 0.03619 0.00049 0.09420 0.09158

DRB1 0.36453 0.00045 0.05956 0.05609

DQB1 0.00388 0.00021 0.15125 0.14758

DPB1 0.06840 0.00037 0.17361 0.16777

CL-MP A 0.16790 0.01246 0.11189 0.10634

B 0.04426 0.02444 0.06322 0.05277

C 0.03798 0.00862 0.12895 0.11370

DRB1 0.00108 0.01574 0.07376 0.06548

DQB1 0.06787 0.00685 0.16809 0.16627

DPB1 0.57292 0.00526 0.18214 0.17820
F
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For each locus, measures of Fischer’s exact test (p), the effect size statistics Wn and observed and expected homozygosities are shown.
B

A

FIGURE 1

Genetic distances of samples (A) CL-NI and (B) CL-MP to the respective other 19 population samples. Shown are Euclidian overall values of Cavalli-
Sforza and Edwards chord distance over the six loci HLA-A, -B, -C, DRB1, -DQB1, and -DPB1. Abbreviations for the populations: CL-NI=Chile non-
Indigenous, CL-MP=Chile Mapuche, AR=Argentinian, BOL=Bolivian, BR=Brazilian, CO=Colombian, D=German, E=Spanish, ENG=English, F=French,
HISP=US Hispanics, I=Italian, IND=Indian, IRL=Irish, MEX=Mexican, P=Portuguese, PE=Peruvian, PL=Polish, TR=Turkish, VE=Venezuelan.
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corresponding curves for the scenario with CL-NI patients. For

example, for a CL-NI donor registry the largest MP observed for

non-Chilean reference populations were p=0.245 (Ireland), p=0.193

(England) and p=0.142 (Germany). In contrast, the three largest MP

occurring for CL-NI patients searching in donor registries with non-

Chilean donors were p=0.073 (Spain), p=0.064 (Mexico) and

p=0.062 (Colombia, France, Portugal and Peru), i.e., significantly

lower. It was also noticeable that the countries with particularly high

MP values in the scenario with CL-NI donors, e.g., Ireland, England,

and Germany, have rather large GD to CL-NI (Figure 1;

Supplemental Table 14). This is counterintuitive to some extent

because one might expect registered donors to be particularly

beneficial for patients from genetically closely related populations.

To understand the mechanisms underlying these results, it is

helpful to look at the genotypes that can be formed for each

population from the population-specific haplotype frequencies.

The cumulative frequency of genotypes shared between donor

and patient population in the patient population is the upper

limit for the MP, because for patients with a genotype not present

in the donor population, in principle no matching donor can be

found in this population. With increasing registry size, the MP

approach this upper limit. Therefore, there is a high correlation

between MP and cumulative frequencies of shared genotypes in the

patient populations, especially for large donor registry sizes. In our

data, this holds for the scenario “Donors from CL-NI, patients from

various populations” (Spearman’s r=0.990; Figure 3A) as well as for
the scenario “Donors from various populations, patients from CL-

NI” (Spearman’s r=0.934; Figure 3B) at registry size n=100,000.
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For further illustration, we use the example of the CL-NI and

Irish (IRL) populations (Supplemental Table 16). Of all populations

considered, the fewest genotypes can be formed for IRL from the

haplotypes obtained with the EM algorithm, namely g=228,127.

Since the sample size in this analysis was uniform for all

populations, genotype number and genetic diversity are positively
FIGURE 2

Genetic distances (Euclidian overall distances computed from
single-locus Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards chord distances) of samples
CL-NI, CL-MP and 18 reference population samples visualized by
multidimensional scaling. Dimensions 1 and 2 explain 33.3% and
23.6% of the variance, respectively. Abbreviations for the
populations: CL-NI=Chile non-Indigenous, CL-MP=Chile Mapuche,
AR=Argentinian, BOL=Bolivian, BR=Brazilian, CO=Colombian,
D=German, E=Spanish, ENG=English, F=French, HISP=US Hispanics,
I=Italian, IND=Indian, IRL=Irish, MEX=Mexican, P=Portuguese,
PE=Peruvian, PL=Polish, TR=Turkish, VE=Venezuelan.
B

C

A

FIGURE 3

Matching probability (MP) to find a 10/10-matched unrelated donor.
(A) MP for patients from different international populations in the
Chilean donor pool (sample CL-NI). (B) MP for a Chilean patient of
subpopulation CL-NI in donor pools of different populations. (C) MP
for a Chilean patient of subpopulation CL-MP in donor pools of
different populations. Abbreviations for the populations: CL-
NI=Chile non-Indigenous, CL-MP=Chile Mapuche, BR=Brazilian,
CO=Colombian, D=German, E=Spanish, ENG=English, F=French,
HISP=US Hispanics, I=Italian, IND=Indian, IRL=Irish, MEX=Mexican,
P=Portuguese, PE=Peruvian, PL=Polish, TR=Turkish.
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correlated. The corresponding value for CL-NI is g=474,985 while

the number of shared genotypes is g=10,362. These shared

genotypes have a cumulative frequency of f=0.338 in the IRL

population, but only of f=0.073 in CL-NI. The low intra-

population diversity of our IRL sample and the fact that the

shared genotypes have a significantly higher frequency in IRL

than in CL-NI are well in line with the insularity of Ireland and

the significant migration from Ireland to Chile. Consistent with the

cumulative frequencies of the shared genotypes, the MP for CL-NI

donors and IRL patients is p=0.245 for n=100,000 and p=0.325 for

n=1,000,000. In the opposite scenario with IRL donors and CL-NI

patients, the corresponding values are p=0.054 (n=100,000) and

p=0.071 (n=1,000,000).
4 Discussion

From a data set of 126,512 potential hematopoietic stem cell

donors registered with DKMS Chile, we analyzed two population

subsets, namely donors with self-assigned non-Indigenous (CL-NI,

n=92,788) and Mapuche (CL-MP, n=1,993) origin. We examined

specific characteristics of HLA allele and haplotype distributions

based on typing information of the loci A, B, C, DRB1, DQB1 and

DPB1 and related it to samples from 18 reference populations.

Previous knowledge of Chilean HLA AF and HF is limited and

mostly restricted to data from rather small population samples of

confined regions. The so far largest of the studies analyzed

genotypic data of n=920 umbilical cord blood units of donors

from Santiago with predominantly Western European ancestry

(25). This analysis is limited to loci HLA-A and -B at low

(antigenic) resolution and HLA-DRB1 at high resolution. When

comparing the results at this resolution level, we see good

agreement between the AF of the cord blood study and the CL-NI

subpopulation in this work. For example, for each HLA locus the

five most frequent alleles are identical. However, the allele

frequency differences vary between 0.2% (B*35) and 39.3%

(DRB1*04:07g). The closest concordance of AF is seen in locus

HLA-A. The two most frequent haplotypes of both population

samples are the same, while the third most frequent haplotype in the

previous study (A*02~B*39~DRB1*08:02) only reaches rank 7 in

th i s s tudy , and our thi rd most f requent hap lo type

(A*02~B*39~DRB1*16:02) ranks 12th in the cord blood bank

study. A further study counted high-resolution HLA-DRB1 AF

on a Chilean population of n=510 individuals from Talca, a city 250

km south of Santiago, and HLA-A, -B, and -C high resolution AF

for n=160 thereof (26). The agreement with the AF of the CL-NI

subpopulation in our study is only moderate. The Top 3 alleles are

identical for loci HLA-A and -C, but with a change in rank order

between alleles A*68:01g and A*24:02g (Df= 1.4% and -0.2%,

respectively). Loci HLA-B and -DRB1 show greater differences in

allele ranking and frequency. Two additional studies focusing

specifically on Mapuche HLA allele and haplotype distributions

in samples of n=104 and n=66 individuals from Cañete, a city in the

Biobıó region 600 km south of Santiago, found the same prevalent

alleles as we did in our CL-MP sample, but some frequencies differ

considerably (23, 24). While, for example, DRB1*04:07g is the most
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frequent DRB1 allele (f=13.9%) in our study, it only reaches 2.9%

and 3.0% in the former studies. In contrast, the DRB1*04:03 allele,

found at remarkably high frequencies of 31.7% (24) and 18.4% (23),

had only an AF of f=1.2% in our study. In another study with a small

sample of n=20 Huilliche, a Mapuche subgroup in southern Chile

(9), DRB1*04:07g was again the most frequent DRB1 allele with

f=27.5%. The comparison between our study and the former

Mapuche population studies is hampered by the different

sampling approaches. The previous studies were limited to very

small and geographically restricted groups of individuals, whereas

our study includes all donors from DKMS Chile who reported

Mapuche origin for both parents and thus may represent an

admixture of different Chilean Mapuche subpopulations. Previous

studies discussed that discrepancies in allele frequencies may also

result from nonrandom mating in isolated groups (46, 47).

Our CL-MP sample included 8 LFD alleles, namely A*68:16,

A*68:23, B*35:09, B*35:20, B*39:09g, DRB1*04:07g, DRB1*16:02g

and DQB1*03:25. All of these, with the exception of the two DRB1

alleles, were also LFD alleles of the CL-NI sample. We identified 4 of

the LFD alleles (B*35:09, B*39:09g, DRB1*04:07g and

DRB1*16:02g) as relevant and characteristic for our Mapuche

sample because their AF in CL-MP were – with the minimum

value of f=0.046 for B*35:09 – substantially greater than f=0.01 and

particularly different from that in CL-NI. B*39:09g and

DRB1*04:07g were even the most frequent alleles of their

respective locus with f=0.163 and f=0.145, respectively.

Our definition of LFD alleles is similar to that of Single et al. (9).

Nevertheless, due to the different choice of references, there are also

clear differences between the two approaches. We intended to

identify alleles that are particularly typical of Chile, i.e., that stand

out in frequency from other populations, including South and

Central American populations. In contrast, the earlier study

aimed to identify alleles that are considerably more frequent in

Native American populations than in other world regions. The fact

that the LFD alleles identified in our study - the exception

DQB1*03:25 is due to the fact that the Single et al. study did not

include the DQB1 locus - are a subset of the LFD alleles identified in

the earlier study suggests that the alleles are Native American in

origin. A*68:16 and A*68:23, e.g., identified by us as LFD alleles of

CL-MP and CL-NI, were described by Single et al. as “endemic”, i.e.

absent from all world regions outside the Americas. This is

confirmed by our results, as we found them outside Chile only in

the Peruvian (A*68:16) and US Hispanics (both A*68:16 and

A*68:23) population samples.

The choice of our reference populations was also driven by the

number of registered DKMS donors in the different populations. In

particular, the absence of other Native American reference

populations makes it difficult to identify specific Mapuche alleles.

Similarly, the absence of sub-Saharan West African populations

prevents the assessment of an African contribution to today’s

Chilean population, which, however, is estimated to be very

minor (17). To balance this deficiency, we examined the global

occurrences and frequencies of our LFD alleles in other populations

in the literature and the Allele Frequency Net Database (AFND), a

repository for immune-related gene polymorphisms in worldwide

populations (48). Alleles included in our g-groups were considered.
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Four of our 8 LFD alleles (A*68:16, A*68:23, B*35:09,

DQB1*03:25) have been documented to date exclusively in South

or Central American Native populations. In addition to the

description of a respective unique occurrence in a Chilean

Huiliche population (9), A*68:16 and A*68:23 were found in

Chilean Mapuche (23) and in Chimila Amerindians of Colombia

(49). Another study, whose results are not documented in AFND,

reported the finding of allele A*68:23 in a cohort of n=559 Chileans

from Santiago with a frequency of f>0.0125 (43). The highest AF of

DQB1*03:25 in AFND has so far been reported in a population

from Colombia Bogotá Cord Blood with f=0.0003, which

corresponds to the presence of one allele in the sample of

n=1,463 (50). B*35:09 has been reported with the highest

frequencies in a Chilean Huiliche (f=0.075 (9)) and a Quechua

population living in Bolivia and Peru (f=0.071 (9)). Further

substantial occurrence was published for a Wichı ́ population of

Argentina (f=0.033 (51)).

The four remaining LFD alleles show - in addition to their

occurrence in South and Central American indigenous populations

- also relevant incidences in other world regions. B*35:20 has been

documented before in a Mapuche population sample (f=0.024 (23))

and several other South and Central American Native populations,

for example in two Colombian Ticuna populations (f=0.079 and

f=0.036 (9)) and a Mestizo population from Nicaragua (f=0.013

(52)), but also occurs in other world regions, e.g. India (f=0.037

(53)), Israel (f=0.035 (54)), and Singapore (f=0.012 (54)). B*39:09g

stands out in our analyses as the most frequent HLA-B allele and by

a considerably higher frequency in CL-MP (f=0.163) than in the

non-Indigenous CL-NI (f=0.096). To AFND, this allele was reported

at very high frequencies in the above described Huiliche (f=0.425

(9)) and Mapuche population samples (f=0.200 (23)) from Chile

and in a Yucpa population from Venezuela (f=0.349 (55)). Apart

from further South American populations, occurrence of the allele,

albeit with much lower incidence, was reported from several Asian,

e.g. Thai (f=0.031 (56)) and Chinese (f=0.015 (57)) populations.

DRB1*04:07g is not only abundant in South American populations

with the highest occurrence in a Kogi population in Colombia

(f=0.613 (58)), but also documented in virtually all American Native

populations, for example, South Dakota Lakota Sioux (f=0.188 (59))

and Alaska Native or Aleut (f=0.020 (60)). The allele was further

found in numerous European population samples. A similar

abundance across American indigenous populations such as e.g.

Colombian Sikuani (f=0.389 (58)), New Mexico Zuni (f=0.190

(54);) and Alaska Native or Aleut (f=0.371 (60)) is seen for

DRB1*16:02g. Beyond that, the allele is frequent in Pacific and

Southeast Asian populations, e.g. from Papua New Guinea (f=0.288

(61)), Malaysia (f=0.280 (62)), and Thailand (f=0.141 (63)).

In the HLA haplotypes, the LFD alleles frequently occur

combined in conserved associations. 10 of the 20 most frequent

6-locus HLA haplotypes of the CL-MP sample contain B*39:09g

(including the 3 most frequent and 5 of the 6 most frequent), always

in combination with C*07:02g. The Native American alleles

DRB1*04:07g and DRB1*16:02g are found in 3 and 2 of the 20

most frequent CL-MP haplotypes, respectively. DRB1*16:02g is

predominantly associated with B*39:09g~C*07:02g and

DQB1*03:01, while DRB1*04:07g~DQB1*03:02 also occurs with
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other B~C allele combinations. Despite their self-assessed non-

Indigenous family background, donors of population sample CL-NI

also carry a number of haplotypes containing blocks of frequent

South and Central American indigenous alleles. For example, 7 of

the 20 most frequent CL-NI haplotypes share the block

B*39:09g~C*07:02g, including the two most frequent, which are

identical to the two most frequent haplotypes in the CL-MP sample.

Haplotypes with clear European origin are also found with high

frequencies in both Chilean subsamples. For example, partial

haplotypes B*08:01g~C*07:01g~DRB1*03:01g~DQB1*02:01g

(frequency ranks 3, 5, 15 and 20 in CL-NI and 11, 14, and 17 in

CL-MP) and B*07:02g~C*07:02g~DRB1*15:01g~DQB1*06:02g

(frequency ranks 6, 9 and 13 in CL-NI and 4 and 10 in CL-MP)

are included in the most frequent 6-locus haplotypes in all

European reference populations in this study.

The association with alleles of other HLA genes in haplotypes

also sheds light on the possible origin of the 4 LFD alleles that we

identified as characteristic for our Mapuche sample. B*35:09 has

also been documented in non-Chilean and non-Mapuche

indigenous populations in South America, suggesting that the

allele is virtually unique Native South American.

Apart from South American populations, B*39:09g occurs also

in Asia but with other associations: In Asia, B*39:09-containing

haplotypes show a conserved linkage of the allele to A*02:03 (64–

66), in South American populations usually to A*02:01 or other

HLA-A alleles. Also, linkage to DRB1 alleles is different in B*39:09-

containing haplotypes from the two world regions. Common DRB1

allele associations like DRB1*15:01 or DRB1*04:05 in Asian

haplotypes (65, 66) are not or very rarely seen in South American

haplotypes. These differences suggest an independent origin of

South American and Asian B*39:09 alleles.

For alleles DRB1*04:07g and DRB1*16:02g, both of which are

present in virtually all Native populations from North, Central and

South America, but also in Europe (DRB1*04:07g) and Asia

(DRB1*16:02g), the examination of the DQB1 associations is

distinctive. DRB1*04:07~DQB1*03:02 is a conserved Native

American haplotype block while DRB1*04:07~DQB1*03:01 is

found in Europeans (65, 67). Similarly, DRB1*16:02~DQB1*03:01

is found in Native Americans while DRB1*16:02~DQB1*05:02 is

typically seen in Asians and Africans (61, 64). These different

DRB1-DQB1 associations also indicate a possible convergent

evolution of the alleles.

Overall, the cumulative frequency of haplotypes containing one

or more of the four LFD alleles that we identified as characteristic

for our Mapuche sample is 31.8% in CL-MP and still 20.9% in CL-

NI. Given this high percentage even among those that self-identify

as “Non-indigenous”, it is reasonable to assume that Chilean

patients would benefit most from donors with similarly mixed

European-Native South American ancestry and vice versa.

Because of specific alleles that are rare outside South America,

donors from the Hispanic/Latino groups in the United States with

predominantly Mexican, Central American and Caribbean ancestry

(6) may not be a match for Chilean or South American patients.

In the MP analysis, it is apparent that non-Chilean patients

benefit more from a Chilean donor registry (approximated in this

work by a registry of non-Indigenous Chilean donors, because they
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represent by far the majority of donors in the existing Chilean

registry) than Chilean patients (non-Indigenous and Mapuche)

benefit from registries of non-Chilean donors. This effect is

particularly pronounced in the European reference populations,

but also applies to our South American reference populations. This

observation suggests a strong need for a Chilean donor registry to

serve Chilean patients.

However, caution is warranted in interpreting our MP results,

mainly for two reasons: First, the results are based on fairly small

samples of size n=1,000, an approach we intentionally chose to

avoid bias due to different sample sizes and to be able to include as

many reference populations as possible in the analyses. We expect

to considerably underestimate the real MP given the small samples,

although the order of MP values between the different populations

should be less affected. Second, we only considered matching

probabilities for one donor and one patient population each. For

a more realistic modeling of actual donor searches, one would need

to construct a donor pool from numerous populations (42). We

refrained from doing so because of the limitations posed by the

small sample sizes anyway and the different main focus of this work.

In the MP context, it is also interesting to look at the actual stem

cell collections for unrelated transplantation from Chilean donors

and for Chilean patients (68). In 2021, there were 50 collections

from Chilean donors, 33 for Chilean patients, and 17 for patients

from 8 other countries. In addition, there were 35 donations from

foreign donors for Chilean patients, of which the large majority

were from Germany (n=26). Given that the Chilean donor registry

represents less than 0.4% of the global donor pool, the fact that

more foreign donors donated to Chilean patients than vice versa

does not contradict our finding based on MP that non-Chilean

patients generally benefit more from Chilean donors than vice

versa. Also, the fact that the majority of non-domestic stem cell

donations to Chilean patients came from Germany is probably due

to the very large number of registered donors in Germany (>9M).

Apart from the above-mentioned constraints in the context of

matching probabilities, our study is subject to further limitations

that could influence the results. First, registered stem cell donors

may not constitute an unbiased sample of the respective

populations under consideration. This is, for example, due to the

fact that their age distribution differs from that of the total

population, since only persons aged 18-60 can be registered

donors and the recruitment efforts are focused on young donors.

Younger subjects in particular are likely to have higher genotype

diversity due to a change in mobility and mating patterns over the

generations. Furthermore, individuals of higher socioeconomic

status may be more likely to be reached by invitations to register.

In addition, it can be assumed that due to the peculiarities of the

recruitment process, the regional distributions of registered donors

and the total population do not match. For example, the nearly 50%

of donors in our sample residing in the Santiago metropolitan

region exceed the regional population share (~36%). It is known

that the regional composition of the Chilean population varies (17,

69), so that, for example, a successful donor drive in a small town

may create bias. Since the donor’s current address is not a good

proxy of regional differences due to high mobility of the young

target group, we refrained from stratification based on this
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parameter in our analyses. Second, the assignment of registered

donors to individual populations is based on self-assessed ancestry

during the recruitment process. This may not always result in

consistent information, especially for donors of mixed ethnicity.

Third, different levels of resolution limit the comparability of alleles

between and with published data. In our study, we confined allele

comparisons to a level of resolution that differentiates non-

synonymous mutations of the antigen recognition site, neglecting

possible variations outside this gene region. And finally, the fact that

most reference population samples consist entirely of migrants and

their descendants is a source of bias that is difficult to assess (70).

For example, judging from their location in the MDS plot, the

sample of Brazilian donors could be reflecting subpopulations with

high European components and not necessarily the ethnic diversity

represented in that country. Similarly, the sample of Hispanics from

the United States is composed of individuals from very different

genetic backgrounds. However, we have used the approach before

and obtained conclusive results, so we consider it reasonable (71).

Similar to other DKMS registries, the proportion of female

volunteer donors in DKMS Chile is high (70.8%). Gender

imbalance is a common observation in stem cell donor registries

worldwide (72). However, as the HLA alleles studied in our work

are located on chromosome 6 of the human genome, we do not

expect any bias for our results.

In summary, we analyzed HLA allele and haplotype frequency

distributions of Chilean stem cell donors of non-Indigenous and

Mapuche origin. With n=92,788 and n=1,993 individuals,

respectively, these are the largest population samples of this type

to date. We identified alleles with substantially higher frequencies in

these two populations than in populations outside Chile. Our

analyses of allele and haplotype frequencies, genetic distances and

matching probabilities showed that both populations are quite

similar as they carry an admixture of European and Native

American HLA genes and haplotypes, thus reflecting the

country’s history of admixture and immigration. Nevertheless,

when comparing the two samples, we found 4 alleles with a

Native American origin with high specificity for the Mapuche

population, namely B*39:09g, B*35:09, DRB1*04:07g and

DRB1*16:02g. Our results regarding matching probabilities,

suggest a particular need for more stem cell donor recruitment in

Chile, but need to be further confirmed due to the small samples

and the simple model used.
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